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Denver Web Series Gains
International Attention
(May 9, 2014 Denver, CO) Is the hot new web-series Inner Dimension on the path of major success?
It’s starting to look that way. At present the web-series has a following of over 10,000 fans on Facebook
alone and they have only released a single 30 second sound teaser.
Watch the teaser here: https://www.facebook.com/InnerDimension
What has people going gaga over such a series? It's part science fiction, part paranormal, and a little bit
spiritual, tying the real world to a new world that goes far beyond mankind's comprehension. Along with
the truly unique plotline are other aspects: this web series will be available to anyone in the world, all that
is required is an internet connection. The show is one of very few television series that has been filmed
entirely in the Denver area. The Producer and co-creator, Kasha Fauscett, is female, which is something
rare in the current day and age of Hollywood productions. The interesting factor is this plotline came to
her intuitively.
Inner Dimension is now in post production with the first 12 episodes. The official release for the show
will be at Comic Con in Denver June 13th -15th. Fans are lining up to meet and greet the cast and
crew as well as catch a glimpse of the highly anticipated first 3 episodes. Along with the screenings, the
cast and crew will hold a Q&A session with panels and fans will have a chance to grab some incredible
giveaways. The Cast and Crew will also be available for interviews during the Comic Con event.
Although the production is local, the cast and crew led by Kasha Fauscett come from a
diverse background in the film industry. The newest additions to the team include,
Hollywood editor, Mark Farago, who worked for Europe's largest TV Network as an
editor, and Denver composer, Mark D'Errico. The core Inner Dimension team consists
of Denver residents and filmmakers, Troy Fauscett, Sam Wickey, Steve Meyers and
Ketrick "Jazz" Copeland.
So what exactly is Inner Dimension about? The story begins as three people go missing in the real world
and find themselves in a new world where the danger is yet unknown and escape may be the least of
their worries. As this new world is accidentally discovered by more people, the story grows into
something incredible, leading up to a thrilling conflict putting not only the Earth at stake, but the entire
universe. This core concept is what is driving fans to line up and sign up for more Inner Dimension.
Learn more about the series at: www.innerdimensiontvshow.com
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